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william allegrezza 
 
 
stones on a sheet 
 
i am searching stones for life, 

counting as i go 
as place, particles, distinction   

 
i collect my findings 
on a sheet in the sun 
collecting 
 life on a sheet in the sun 
 
i am searching stones for life 

as ribbon, as read 
 
i have chosen to memorize the placement 
 
i am searching the stones for life. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
starboard 
 
our moments of being landlocked were over, 
and we celebrated as we should-- 
   energies spilling out over the waters  

(though the sails grew calm). 
 
we should have been somewhere else, we told ourselves afterwards. 
 
still, the sky was covered with cloud sheets as the sun set. we waited 
for our adventure to begin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



trini decombe 
 
Hammersmith and Shitty Line 
 
 
1. 
 
still 
still sit still 
like water 
melting through 
empty mouth 
word less 
in the mountain 
sound response 
to the query 
que va a ser 
de nosotros 
refuse answer 
admit 
no hay respuesta 
coz u & 
I have not  
crecido de la hierba 
tras el sol 
in the west coast 
tried to be 
beautiful 
stigma, enigma 
of dissolution of 
liquids spread 
around the glass 
still still 
thinking you & I 
will  
sit in a table 
adults  
in children  
bodies  
of combat  
win a trainer 
 
 
5. 
 
35 min 
should take 
train home 
feels longer 
than  
saw in  



portugal speak 
portuguese 
is not a  
men 
in england 
demasiado  
commplicados 
but sweet 
& nice 
ego altered 
by Chilean  
culture 
intimidates 
kiwi 
can’t commit 
to a  
real heartbraker 
reputation 
bouncing 
from club to club- 
card to  
add points 
for pints in 
the pub- 
lic transport 
always fucked 
huelgas 
every time 
huelgas 
for nothing 
huelgas should 
be forbidden 
from breaking  
hearts of 
young naïve 
took  
a brownie  
into bed 
breakkie  treat 
leaving threat 
time’s gone 
ni siquiera 
good memories 
coz u 
blew  
pink balloon. 
 
 
 
 
 



6.  
 
will I ever 
get over 
fucking 
off lies 
on bed 
ready to 
shag the 
couple  
of doors 
been sitting 
in the windows 
for 1 year 
takes to forgive 
another 
to forget 
u exist 
in nightmares 
como un 
sueño irreal 
que nunca 
existió 
and will never  
do 
what we fucking  
deserve 
idiots are  
taking over 
fits with 
your style of 
life    goes 
walking to  
next floor 
& opens  
a door 
to step 
in a puddle 
I remember 
him/ think 
of 
how destructive 
you have been 
y que bien he 
hecho in staying  
away        lies come 
around  
and that day 
the girl next to 
me will stop 
farting. 



7. 
 
how can 
you fart 
so many  
times in 
a row used my 
punches 
ponche a  
la romana 
like in school prom 
2 boy for 1 
sweet deal- 
erh 
the girl is 
off unless 
mistaken 
with the  
left hand 
sitting 
just now 
delights 
with NI 
forms 
moving 
my station 
did I say 
35 min? 
feels like 
ages with 
the sun 
farting 
couldn’t avoid 
getting a  
tan in  
Europe 
knows how 
to bring up 
culture in 
south america 
es tradicional 
surreal 
& convenient 
adapting 
to the weather 
takes for  
a long ride 
the coast 
re painting 
the ceiling for 
£156 



nikki dudley 
 
 
BODY OF WORDS 
 
The occurrence of repetition   happens  
everyday every day, repetition  
occurs repetition is an every day occurrence. 
 
Repeat rewind   fast-forward  
stop poison poison stop 
legs and arms and fingers and toes 
arms and fingers and toes and legs 
love what is take it back  
a mirror a distortion, Thursday  
the twenty-first of July.  
 
The body will not forget  
what you’ve done repeat repeat 
rewind depression obsession 
confession perhaps  
sherbet lemon. 
 
Tomorrow is the end of / immortality. 
Tell me a story until frothing at the ends 
frothing at the eyes  
talk talk talk froth until  
we die my stomach  
is full of filling up teeming with 
backwards back take me back words 
force the holes in memory plug the holes in  
sen tences.  
 
Repeat rewind    fast-forward  
stop stop please stop everything, repetition is  
an every day occurrence everyday   
repetition occurs the occurrence 
or repetition... everyday I love you  
in the morning hate  
the texture of glass cut my lips  
you’re a fixture I,  the body the body   
won’t forget press  
reset. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SONNET 4  
 
Heart in protection scheme, time 
is a measure 
of loneliness, we are certain 
words are direct and matter of fact, nonetheless 
a point of view.  
Building is the final frontier! 
Cliché will lay foundations, 
sticks and stones a gain. Words:  
badges of objects. Choose!  
The window oar 
what is there. BLISTERING 
BARNACLES- I asked you to 
bring back a Kit Kat chunky, 
not oil… 
 
 
 
Lines 
 
I’ll die when I want to. Robots with souls, 
‘You get drunk on the world…Drunk 
on the mystery of the world,’   What is the wind, 

what is it.  
I would not, could not in a box. I could not, 
would not, with a fox. Jump start, 
with pro vitamin B5. Don’t Ever Stop Observing 
and Making Notes. Be a good communicator 
verbally and in writing. It might even be a way 
of giving the others hope.  

A GOOD IDEA IS BEST SHARED 
LOST: Grey + white pigeon, normal size, 
a bit mangy looking. Does not have a name. 
A single image is not splendour. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



christopher glover 
 
It’s a strange world and you’re all strange people 
 
 
It’s a strange world where people look at you hardest 
when you’re dead, and no longer able to look back.  
Not that you did, anyway.  
You wish you did,  
but that made you cry harder.  
The blessed dream of how they got there,  
the lonely dream of how they might leave.  
You threaten suicide so many times,  
that eventually death gets bored.  
It’s just like us, you know? 
You look at it, laugh at it, wonder at it.  
Just like the way you looked at the crying child,  
the homeless man 
the gay man 
the crippled man 
the lonely man 
the desperate man.  
I’ve lost count of the number of nights 
lost to thinking there’s a method to insanity.  
There must be.  
Look at it.  
The insane want something specific,  
are frightened of something specific,  
are in love with something specific,  
are hiding in something specific.  
The rest of us are just standing  
in an auction room  
at a funeral parlour.  
Waiting to be given something to think about.  
That’s what we all want.  
Something specific.  
Insanity is knowing what you want,  
but not how to 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



For Rob Summers  
 
For the second time,  
I think I gave my life to someone,  
and for the second time,  
I now can’t find it.  
 
If you see it,  
if it’s maybe waiting by the roadside,  
or hiding in a lost room  
in a lost city,  
don’t hurt it.  
 
I think it’s taken quite  
a lot over the years,  
anymore and it might break 
like frost over the sun.  
 
There was once a time when you  
said you would give up anything for me,  
but you got the words all mixed up.  
I’ve cried a lot over the years,  
sometimes without being aware  
that I was doing so.  
But tears are only helpful for drowning something,  
and my mind still tries to swim.  
 
It’s only when you realise how empty the room 
you’re standing is,  
that you see how full the next one is.  
 
And hands reach for you.  
But what can you hold to,  
when even your own fingers are broken?  
 
Everyone has answers to  
questions no-one asked them.  
But I have a question now.  
 
Where’s my life gone? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



crystal jeans 
 
Lonely Apples 
 
Penny, who will love you? 
Who will love the lumps on your face 
where your first darling kissed you, 
the plum capillaries that burst your cheeks like fireworks? 
Who will drag the drool away with a lingering thumb? 
 
Look.  Here is a flagon – have it at noon. 
Have it in your living room. 
And here is a smooth round mint to soak up the hint 
of your brown and lonely apples.  
Now get to work. 
 
There are the carrots and broccoli, Penny. 
Give us neat florets perfect as bonsai, 
stoop and glaze over them 
and give us slices, Penny, 
small orange disks that smile up at you and speak to you of California. 
But you can’t go to California 
and orange is not your colour. 
 
This is what you can have: 
the knife in your hand for a second can be secateurs 
and when he leaves you, Penny-wren, 
on Christmas Eve, dancing his clean heels –  

clickety-click-click – 
down your frosty garden path, 
when he leaves you for the jittering shadow  
in the shape of his wife, you can – 
don’t you know, Penny? 
 
Here, shake off that tight skull grin 
and shake off those stars and birdies 
and take the skin off those potatoes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



linda king 
 
 
 
 
 
 
notes  
 
                 shadow world     
        everything an approximation 
 
mistakes 
about the time and date 
 
 
 
  philosophic blur of elsewhere 
 
the only promise  a lure 
 
    listen  and listen again 
     there should be music    a returning home 
 
 
 
spaces  in that hangman’s game 
           
       a world balanced above nothingness 
 
 
 
nothing in common  breath 
taken away  
 
 
 
   the ever living fire made flesh and blood 
 
beating hearts asleep in the burning house         
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



matt martin 
  
sonnets  (assembly  required)  
  
  
______ing  the  ______  
  
  
in  the  ______  of  all  ______s  
they  are  ______ed  into  ______  
if  their  ______  ever  ______ed  
______s  would  it  ______  what  
each  ______  at  first  ______s  
but  then  ______s  its  ______  away  
there  is  no  ______  in  mere  ______s  
except  when  the  ______s  ______  
______s  ______ing  everywhere  the  
______  had  been  ______ed  out  
how  can  ______s  truly  ______  
are  there  ______s  in  each  ______  
______ing  the  ______  until  all  
the  ______  ______s  is  itself  
  
  
fill  each  of  the  above  gaps  with  any  of  the  following  words:  
answer,  clamour,  colour,  detail,  email,  fashion,  flower,  garden,  gender,  
humour,  mirror,  motion,  murmur,  network,  number,  order,  pattern,  poem,  
poison,  question,  reason,  ruin,  season,  shadow,  slaughter,  spasm,  temper,  
thunder,  whisper,  yellow  
  
  



______  like  a  ______  
  
  
behold  the  ______  ______s  
______  though  these  ______s  were  
each  ______  ______  now  
turns  ______  as  a  ______  
both  ______  and  ______  
______s  carried  ______s  inside  
but  a  ______  without  ______s  
is  less  ______  than  a  ______  
what  ______  is  so  ______  and  
what  ______  feels  more  ______  
thus  our  ______s  all  become  ______  
among  these  ______s  too  ______  
for  any  ______  to  stay  ______  
when  the  ______  ______s  cry  
  
  
fill  each  of  the  above  gaps  with  any  of  the  following  words:  
captive,  constant,  content,  crystal,  cyborg,  fractal,  gestalt,  giant,  graphic,  
human,  hybrid,  lilac,  liquid,  madcap,  mainstream,  marxist,  mobile,  mutant,  
novel,  pagan,  patent,  plastic,  plural,  present,  quantum,  secret,  spartan,  spiral,  
vagrant,  vocal  


